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Namaste...it is the last day of June as I write this, and I can feel a
strong sense of surrealism as I take on the role of an observer at
this mid-way point of 2012. The topic of the moment is the
Green Light issued by Drake on 27 June followed by the current
pregnant pause in anticipation of events unfolding. Meanwhile, I
am greeted by an invasive headline that screamed “Celeb bods
in bikinis!” – accompanied by photos of said celebrities – when I
sign in to my email. I listen to a parent lamenting over
preparations for her son's higher education next year. I smile
politely at someone else's intricate plan to make a small fortune.
I notice the unabated rash of concrete jungles being
constructed. I view limited cycles of daily life being played out conditioned by inherent illusions meant to shackle Humanity –
as I shop for produce. Two parallel worlds existing together, connected yet separate.

Awakening Accelerates
Earlier in June, the corridor opened up for the Goddess
Principle to finally return to Earth after an absence of
thousands of years. Yet another round of mass awakening
was triggered; however, this time the energies will be such
that this round will last right up till the Ascension Gateway,
increasing in intensity as the months go by. I personally
watched a loved one go through an awakening. It was difficult for me to see the struggle to release
3D-mentality but I was ready and determined to give a helping shove. This person had been
comfortably ensconced in the trappings of 3D, appearing totally uninterested in awakening. It just
reaffirmed to me how succinctly powerful Soul Path/Divine Will can be. At the same time, I read of
many cases of this same sudden awakening occurring all over. Don't mess with the Goddess.

The Cleansing Begins
The focus of these remaining months of 2012 will be
on cleansing on all levels. The etheric energies will go
into deep purging of all negative residual influences;
this will be mirrored in physicality as a clearing-out on
a massive and global scale, unlike previously when
cleansing was on a smaller and localised scale. This will
tie in with the complete and final removal of physical
dark influences after decades of cat-and-mouse
games. This will pave the way for the clean-up of the
mess we created on the surface of Earth – the waters,
air and lands will need to be purified to a sufficient
degree so as to allow for basic conditions for natural living. For those who are uber-sensitive to these
energies, watch out for allergic-reactions-with-a-vengeance!

It's The Economy, Or Not...
I am aware that even among the awakened, there are basically
two differing perspectives of looking at what is currently
transpiring. One is the notion that most of the problems in the
world can be put right if we uncover the dark web of deceit
and control of Humanity that has been possible through
manipulation of the world's economy. The other is the belief
that the Ascension process is one of consciousness, with the
pre-requisite being the raising of individual vibrational
frequencies to allow for elevation into a higher existence. You
may already know through my writing that I am a firm
proponent of the latter; I truly believe that our own
responsibility is to raise our own consciousness, regardless of whether the economy fails or thrives.
However, I am also cognizant of the fact that the issue of money is what most people understand, as
opposed to esoteric principles. I assume that not many people will pay much attention if they were
advised to raise their consciousness because the time has come to do so. It is a good path to take if it
helps with nudging people along and encouraging more to question their Life. I feel that this should
only be temporary and that eventually we will all look at Ascension as being the return of Humanity to
higher consciousness, as it is meant to be.

Ascension Is A Divine Gift
I've written about this before, but I will be more detailed now. We
are going through something that has never before occurred –
ascending as a collective race globally and simultaneously with Gaia,
all in the same lifetime without the death cycle (that is, still in the
physical body). This is a warp-speed-charged event, engineered by
Divine Plan, powered by Divine Will and supported by Divine
Intervention. Such a process for humans could easily have taken
generations, or years and years of intensive and extremely disciplined
practice (think Buddha). Instead, we get to do it in one lifetime, and
some are doing it in a matter of years. We get to liberate ourselves
from the shackles of limited consciousness that has birthed countless
disempowering illusions, once and for all, in the same lifetime. We
get to return to full consciousness in Light and Love, leaving the cycle
of Karma behind for good. We get to be the creator gods and
goddesses (with a little 'g') that we were always meant to be.
Humanity's Ascension is of such fundamental significance
that “back-doors” were created to assist a slumbering
population. This was in the form of higher consciousness
Souls from other Star Systems being incarnated on Earth,
especially after WW2. The intention was that these
Starseeds would come in “wired” for awakening and then
proceed to help anchor and spread the Light because the
negative conditioning had been so intense for so long that
it was near-impossible for most to see beyond the illusions.
Since the Higher Beings couldn't “invade” directly (think
Star Trek's Prime Directive), they had to resort to this
indirect invasion. Of course, with so little time left and yet
so much to do, we now also have lots of Walk-Ins, Blend-Ins, Wanderers etc. This should give us an
idea of how crucial the Ascension process is not just for Earth, but for all of the Cosmos.

To further underscore and highlight in bold capitals the
importance of Ascension, we also have the direct support of what
I call the Star Cavalry – multiple Star races are here to help us
reach our goal. We are being assisted in as many ways as is
allowable by Universal decree, bearing in mind that we need to do
as much as possible ourselves first.
It is clear that everything Divinely possible is being thrown our
way to help us ascend successfully. It is a profound Gift that we
should treasure with all of our hearts – this is why I keep
reiterating the need to continue raising our vibrations, right up till
“the moment”. We owe this to ourselves. We simply have to do
this to liberate our own race.
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Time For Complete Unification Of Surface & Hollow/Inner Earth
We've lived too long being totally oblivious to, and
divided from, our subterranean neighbours. Our
Hollow/Inner Earth brethren, just like our Star Families,
are an integral part of our lineage. They have managed to
prevent their higher dimensional existence from being
contaminated by the negativity on the surface – the time
has now come for both civilisations to re-unite. Once
Earth/Terra and her Humanity achieves fifth-dimension
existence, we will no longer be separated. These Higher
Beings have looked forward to this monumental period
for a long time; they are also instrumental in our
Ascension progress, having played vital roles together
with the Galactics in holding at bay irreversible damage to
Terra and her population over the years. A grand reunion
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with both Hollow/Inner Earth beings as well as our Star
Families is definitely part of the Ascension Plan!

No Place For Logic & Ego
Arthur C Clarke said, “Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from Magic.” My corollary to that is, “Any sufficiently
higher dimensional existence is indistinguishable from Mysticism.” The
higher the dimension, the more mystical it appears to our currently
limited consciousness. This is one of the reasons why comparatively
little of this Great Shift is being properly and adequately understood.
Even then, a lot of it defies logic. And when we bring in stuff like Divine
Plan, Divine Will and Divine Intervention then oh-my-goodness the ego
will revolt. This is even more reason why we need to do our inner work,
raise our consciousness and integrate our own Divinity.
At this point in time of writing, I am still unable to ascertain if indeed mass arrests of the Cabal (a prerequisite for Disclosure and global transformation) has commenced. Even if it hasn't yet, the fact
remains that massive change is already staring us in the face, with more being queued to take place in
rapid succession.
It is my ardent wish and desire that this is the last newsletter I write for Amethyst Road. It would
mean that by the end of July, Life on Earth would have changed so much (positively) that there will be
no need whatsoever for me to continue, even though I truly enjoy doing it...and I ook forward to that!

Words of Wisdom
Love is what makes up the universe. The present technology
on Earth will only develop to a certain extent because

mankind does not yet understand that love is necessary.

Energy can take all forms of creativity, but when one is
dealing with greed or hatred or any emotion that is not

working toward light, one is only allowed to go so far. There
is only so much information that is available to that sort of

vibration. Love is the basic building block, so when one has
love, all possibilities exist. Bringing back the concepts of

light, which are information and love - which is creativity - is

the plan. It takes renegades like the Family of Light to come
into a system that has been primarily dark for eons and
change it.

Barbara Marciniak, Bringers of the Dawn

The real PLO's (Planetary Liberation Organization) purpose is to assist in truly liberating the

planet. This PLO is here to see that the last chapter of history is written. Rome is to fall for the
final time, and history is to fall with it. That is what is meant by the prediction that the world is
destined to come to an end.
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It will begin suddenly, without warning. Many scandals that will disclose true background about

how the System works will shake human masses. Disclosures about how international energetic
megacompanies earn billions selling oil, preventing at the same time inventions of free energy to

come to public. Disclosures about pharmaceutical trusts that earn money with »healing« diseases
that are spread with viruses created in hidden laboratories. Disclosures about efficient cures for

AIDS, cancer and other diseases that are known for quite some time, unknown to human masses.
And about world media and censorship there, which is a logical consequence of a fact that few
individuals own most worldly known newspaper, media and telecommunication companies. And
finally disclosures about a secret world government that has most prominent politicians as its

puppets and which creates profit out of wars and human suffering for millennia, a small group of
beings that you work for in your jobs and voluntarily give them a significant amount of your
monthly salary.
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